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THE EFFECT OF TRADITIONAL HYGRO-THERMAL PRETREATMENTS ON THE ACOUSTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WHITE MULBERRY WOOD (Morus alba)

Aida Se Golpayegani1,2,3♠, Iris Brémaud1, Marie-France Thevenon2, Kambiz Pourtahmasi3, Joseph Gril1

ABSTRACT

The wood used in making musical instruments usually undergoes pre-treatments or conditioning. Some processes have resulted from laboratory research, while many treatments are applied by craftsmen using traditional methods that have not yet been scientifically assessed. This paper is based on laboratory methods which simulate hydrothermal pre-treatments traditionally applied by Iranian lute makers to mulberry (Morus alba), an important wood for lutes from the Middle East to Japan. By applying a cyclic process, drying (60°C) and ambient re-conditioning, which mimics wood seasoning and short-term aging, the damping coefficient (tanδ) was decreased down to 10% without negatively affecting specific modulus of elasticity (E’/ρ). Long-term (up to 4 months) soaking in cold water removed extractives, and decreased density as well as E’/ρ, but did not affect tanδ. Short-term hot water treatment removed as many extractives, but caused a smaller decrease in E’/ρ than cold water, and significantly increased tanδ. This paper helps to clarify some traditional processes used by instrument makers, and can provide a basis for necessary cross-cultural scientific studies in the future.
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INTRODUCTION

From ancient times until the present, wood has been used for a wide diversity of musical instruments. Each instrument carries a history of cultures, beliefs and experiments, through which its structure and way of choosing and processing the raw material has evolved. However, scientific research in the field of materials for musical instruments has focused on a few classical case studies from Western classical instruments (Bucur 2006), and the diversity of wood choices and processing have often been neglected (Brémaud 2012).

In recent decades, scientists have proposed many processes to enhance wood acoustic performance and dimensional stability through chemical modifications (Yano et al. 1994, Obataya et al. 2000). Treatments by simple natural compounds have also been evaluated (Petr and Ales 2014). However, craftsmen apply a variety of treatments, not only depending on cultures and types of instruments but also according to individual makers. In practice, the most economic and readily available treatments are based on water and heat. In addition, wood is almost always dried before beginning fabrication, typically through a slow process of natural air drying, which could be better described as seasoning or short-term aging. When using high temperature treatments, modification of cell-wall polymers cause changes in properties, depending
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on temperature, duration of treatment, and the level of moisture/water content (Kubojima et al. 2000, Placet et al. 2008, Obataya et al. 2006ab). Water also acts as a solvent that removes extractives, and the loss of some of these compounds can modify physico-mechanical properties (Obataya et al. 1999, 2000). Some mild (hygro-) thermal processes were also recently proposed for “improving” wood for guitar soundboards (Wagenführ et al. 2006) or imitating long-term natural aging for musical instruments (Noguchi et al. 2012).

The objective of the present study is to clarify how some traditional pre-treatments performed by craftsmen instrument makers affect wood acoustic properties. It is based on three processes applied by Iranian makers on white mulberry (Morus alba), which is a dominant species for making long-necked lutes in Iran (Se Golpayegani et al. 2012) as well as other types of lutes from the Middle East to Japan (Yoshikawa 2007). The authors previously reported on how the extractives of this species affected its dynamic mechanical properties (Se Golpayegani et al. 2012) and also its toxicity and allergenic side-effects (Se Golpayegani et al. 2014). After interviewing some instrument makers, laboratory-scale protocols simulating traditional methods were applied to assess their effect on density ($\rho$) and on the vibrational properties which are classically expressed by $E'/\rho$ (specific modulus of elasticity, where $E'$: dynamic flexural modulus of elasticity and $\rho$: Specific gravity) and damping coefficient (tan$\delta$) (Ono and Norimoto 1984, Obataya et al. 2000).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Figure 1 shows the sequence of treatments for samples from the two trees in the study.

**Material and conditioning**

White mulberry (Morus alba L.) is a semi porous hardwood with the varying density of 450 -800 kg/m$^3$; with a yellowish brown heartwood and pale yellow sapwood, a normally straight grain and a moderately coarse texture pale yellow sapwood (Orwa et al. 2009). The wood from two trees was selected in Iran by a professional instrument maker, based on typical quality-grading criteria (mainly visual). All samples were taken from the medium heartwood.

Three 500×50×50 mm boards were cut from heartwood, and air dried for at least 6 months. Then, 120 specimens (150×15×2 mm, L×R×T) were cut. After a first measurement of their physical and vibrational properties, according to methods below, they were separated in different groups and submitted to treatments. Wood from Tree 1 underwent water-based treatments and wood from Tree 2 drying cycles (desorption/adsorption). When choosing the samples for each modality of treatment care was taken to prepare comparable groups of specimens within a given treatment (i.e. coming from the same board, having comparable range of properties etc).

All samples were first dried for 48 h at 60°C, to reach stabilization in adsorption while avoiding drying damage. Samples were then conditioned for at least 3 weeks at 20±2°C and 65±5% RH before measuring vibrational properties; air-dry specific gravity ($\rho$) and equilibrium moisture content (EMC). The same conditioning procedure was followed before and after each type and step of treatment.
**Figure 1.** Schematic illustration of sample geometry and treatments used in this study

*Specimens were independent for each time treatment, thus drying and conditioning were done only twice on the controls.

**Physical measurements**

At each step of treatment (untreated wood, different durations, and complete) semi-oven-dry (48h at 60°C) and air-dry (3weeks at 20°C and 65%RH) mass and dimensions were measured with a resolution of 0.001g and 0.01mm respectively. Specific gravity ($\rho$) was calculated from mass and volume in these stabilized conditions. Equilibrium moisture content (EMC) was calculated from mass measured, at each step of treatment, at 65% RH and after 60°C oven-drying. The residual moisture content after 48h at 60°C was assessed by complete oven-drying at 103°C on a group of untreated samples, then at the end of treatments on the treated samples, and amounted to 1.4±0.5%. After correction for this difference, the EMC at 65%RH of untreated mulberry was 8.1±0.3%.

**Vibrational measurements**

Specific dynamic modulus of elasticity and damping coefficient were measured by non-contact forced-released vibrations of free-free slender beams (e.g. Obata et al. 2000). The employed device and testing procedure are described in detail in Brémaud et al. 2012.
Specimens, supported by thin threads located at nodal lines of the first bending mode, were set into flexural vibration using an electronic magnet facing a small piece of iron glued to one end of the specimen. The displacement at a belly of vibration was measured through a laser triangulation sensor (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Device used for measuring vibrational properties; a: wood specimen; b: supporting threads; c: location of vibration nodes for 1st bending mode; d: thin steel piece glued onto one end of a specimen; e: triangulation laser displacement sensor; f: capture for displacement.

Diagram from Brémaud (2012).

The emission of frequency sweeps and signal acquisition, processing and analysis were piloted through a development in Labview® software (Brémaud 2006, Brémaud et al. 2012). Specific dynamic modulus of elasticity (E'/ρ, calculated from first resonance frequency and dimensions measured at each step) and damping coefficient (tanδ, calculated both from the frequency bandwidth or “quality factor” and from the logarithmic decrement of amplitude after stopping the excitation) were determined as the average of three repetitions on each specimen. The frequency range was 200-400 Hz.

**Hygroscopic cycling (mild oven drying – reconditioning)**
Seventeen specimens of Tree 2 were treated, with 8 specimens having narrow growth rings (1,5-1,8 mm; taken from a board of medium-outer heartwood) and 9 wider rings (3,8-5,0 mm; taken from a board of medium-inner heartwood). The drying (48h at 60°C) and conditioning (at 20°C and 65%RH) protocol was carried out five times, and for each cycle vibrational properties were measured after 3 weeks at 65% RH.

**Water treatments**
Considering that cumulated drying and re-saturation can affect wood viscosity and/or cause irreversible drying damage (Furuta et al. 1998), one aim was to separate those effects from water treatments themselves. Therefore, based on a pilot vibrational test, independent groups of specimens were matched and submitted to different treatment durations. Two different groups of 12 specimens each served as controls, i.e. they went through all the same physical and mechanical tests, but without being treated. Specimens for both water treatments, including their controls, had average growth rings of ≈3,8-5,0 mm. Calculation of changes in EMC and in E'/ρ took into account the mass loss from extraction as explained below.
Long term immersion in water at ambient temperature
Four groups of 12 specimens each were placed in distilled water (water type 3 according to ISO 3696, 1995) at 20°C, with water to wood proportion of 5:1 in volume. After 1, 2, 3 and 4 months, a group of specimens were taken out, air dried between wet paper for several days (to avoid warping or collapse), then oven dried (60°C), re-conditioned, and re-subjected to vibrational tests.

Short term hot water (70°C) treatment
Six groups of 5 specimens each were placed in distilled water at 70°C (5:1 water to wood ratio). The sample groups were heated for durations of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 h. The drying procedure was as above: humid tissue drying + oven drying + conditioning + vibrational tests.

Corrective factors and statistical analyses
As water treatments can change mass and specific gravity by removing extractives, this contribution of extractives was taken into account for the calculation of changes in EMC according to Hernandez 2007, and for the calculation of changes in $E'/\rho$ according to Brémaud et al. 2011 and Se Golpayegani et al. 2012.

All data were statistically analyzed using one way ANOVA test combined with Duncan Post-hoc in SPSS® for $\alpha=0.05$ and $\alpha=0.01$.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Note on the variability of untreated mulberry wood
Figure 3 shows the relationship between damping coefficient ($\tan\delta$) and specific modulus of elasticity ($E'/\rho$) for the untreated mulberry specimens. They generally have a lower $\tan\delta$, at given values of $E'/\rho$, than would be expected from the “standard” trend established by Ono and Norimoto 1984. This lower $\tan\delta$ of mulberry was assigned to its heartwood extractives (Se Golpayegani et al. 2012). Specimens with dissimilar growth-ring width (sample intended for hygroscopic cycling) showed different properties. Those with narrow rings had lower $E'/\rho$ and $\rho$ ($E'/\rho= 12.5\pm0.7$ GPa; $\rho= 0.45\pm0.01$) and higher $\tan\delta$ ($9.4\pm0.7\times10^{-3}$) than specimens with wide rings ($E'/\rho =16.1\pm 1.0$ GPa; $\rho= 0.55\pm0.01$; $\tan\delta=7.6 \pm0.5\times10^{-3}$). Lower specific gravity and modulus in narrow rings probably reflect the higher proportion of vessels due to the ring-porous anatomy. Mulberry wood has much lower $E'/\rho$ than Norway spruce selected for Western classical instruments which has a $E'/\rho$ of 25-35 GPa (Yoshikawa 2007, Brémaud 2012), but its damping coefficient is only slightly higher in average. Furthermore, Morus alba wood selected as superior quality for the Japanese lute Biwa has clearly lower $E'/\rho$ and higher $\tan\delta$ than one qualified as “medium” (Yoshikawa 2007), which supports the hypothesis that the choice of mulberry rather than spruce is probably strongly related to cultural identity of Oriental instruments, i.e. different ways of playing and various musical tastes (Brémaud 2012).
Figure 3. Relationship between damping coefficient ($\tan\delta$) and specific modulus ($E'/\rho$) of untreated wood. Mulberry wood used in this study (Tree 1 and 2, CW: specimens for long-term cold water, HW: specimens for short-term hot water, HC: specimens for hygroscopic cycles) is compared to lute-making mulberry wood from Japan (Yoshikawa 2007) and to Picea tone wood (Brémaud 2012).

Changes in physico-mechanical characteristics from hygroscopic cycling
After successive cycles of drying and re-stabilization, both $E'/\rho$ and $\rho$ increased slightly (Figure 4), however these changes were not statistically significant (Table 1). Damping ($\tan\delta$) was more affected, decreasing down to -10% of the original value.

Figure 4. Variations in properties after submitting specimens to hygroscopic cycles. Changes in all cases are relative to the first measurement.
The “seasoned” wood – meaning a wood that undergoes changes in climate through drying and storage – is traditionally preferred by artisans and musicians. In the case of Iranian lutes, two methods of “seasoning” are common: (1) wood salvaged from other applications (e.g. doors or furniture) and re-used for instruments (naturally seasoned) and (2 most common) wood left to be air-dried for several years by the instrument maker. Oscillating climates have been studied for industrial drying processes (Rémond et al. 2013). A reduction in EMC and of dimensional instability after humidity cycling, due to the partial saturation of the cell wall polar groups which leaves them unreachable for water vapor, was previously reported (Garcia Esteban et al. 2005). The present results show that damping also can be reduced by hygroscopic cycles.

Water treatments: at ambient temperature and 70°C
Effect of time and temperature on mass loss (ML)

Figure 5 compares the mass losses (ML) from cold or warm water treatments of mulberry. Water is a known polar solvent for wood extraction which causes the mass losses. After immersion in water at ambient temperature (Figure 5-a) the ML was not statistically different between the different durations (α: 0.05; average ML≈3.01±0.65 between all four duration treatments). In hot (70°C) water (Figure 5-b), ML tended to increase gradually with duration of treatment (Significant at α: 0.05). The maximum ML of both treatments was in the same range for long-term cold and short-term hot water treatments (3.9%±1.7 and 3.3%±0.8; respectively).

![Figure 5](image-url)

Figure 5. Oven-dry massloss (ML) after 1-4 months cold water soaking (a) and after 2-12 h of 70°C water treatment (b). In both cases, the samples were independent.
Effect of water-based treatments on physico-mechanical properties

Long term water immersion had a small decreasing effect on specific modulus of elasticity (change of -9% in $E'/\rho$ for a change of -4% in $\rho$, after 4 months) (Figure 6-a). However, no significant trend against duration of long-term water immersion could be identified, neither for $\rho$, $E'/\rho$ nor for $\tan\delta$ (Figure 6-b and Table 2). By comparison, on Norway spruce, which nevertheless has smaller extractives content than mulberry, a previous study also found no significant effect of long-term (3 months) water soaking on physical/mechanical properties (Sonderegger et al. 2008).

Table 2. Physical and vibrational properties of groups of specimens submitted to long-term water immersion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Months in the water</th>
<th>EMC $e$ (%)</th>
<th>$\rho$ (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>$E'/\rho$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$\tan\delta$ ($10^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Native</td>
<td>Treated</td>
<td>Native</td>
<td>Treated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>7,9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>8,1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>8,9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>8,7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8,0 ± 0,1</td>
<td>8,2 ± 0,1</td>
<td>8,9 ± 0,3</td>
<td>9,1 ± 0,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8,1 ± 0,2</td>
<td>8,3 ± 0,2</td>
<td>8,5 ± 0,2</td>
<td>8,3 ± 0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8,0 ± 0,2</td>
<td>8,2 ± 0,2</td>
<td>7,6 ± 0,2</td>
<td>7,4 ± 0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7,8 ± 0,7</td>
<td>8,0 ± 0,7</td>
<td>7,7 ± 0,3</td>
<td>7,5 ± 0,3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EMC: equilibrium moisture content (%), $\rho$: specific gravity, $E'/\rho$: specific modulus (GPa)
Native: Untreated samples which only went through physical steps (drying and conditioning) before vibrational test.
**. Significant at $\alpha$: 0.01.
a, b and c. Inhomogeneous subsets
c. EMC relative to 103°C oven-drying. “Apparent” are measured values, “Corrected” is based on calculated oven-dry mass after the most efficient (4th month) removal of extractives (Hernandez 2007)

Figure 6.a) Relative changes in specific gravity ($\rho$) and specific modulus of elasticity ($E'/\rho$) and b) mass loss and relative changes in $\tan\delta$ after 1-4 months immersion in water at ambient temperature. Demonstrated data were corrected for controls.

However, hot water (70°C) treatment showed clear trends (Table 3). Both $E'/\rho$ and $\tan\delta$ were modified in a manner closely related to ML (Figure 7-a and b): a gradual decrease in $E'/\rho$ (to -4,5%) along with
ρ (to -3.5%); and a gradual increase in damping related with ML (Figure 7-b). The alteration of trend after 12 h of treatment probably comes from i) different reaction of samples due to specimens being independent and ii) changes in cell wall because of long hours of hot water immersion (Jiang et al. 2009).

Table 3. Physical and vibrational properties of groups of specimens submitted to short term hot water (70°C) treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours of treatment</th>
<th>EMCd (%) Corrected Apparent</th>
<th>ρ (kg/m³)</th>
<th>E’d (GPa) Corrected Apparent</th>
<th>tanδ (10⁻²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>Treated</td>
<td>Native</td>
<td>Treated</td>
<td>Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.4±0.2**</td>
<td>8.0±0.2</td>
<td>0.55±0.03</td>
<td>15.8±2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.1±0.4</td>
<td>7.7±0.2</td>
<td>0.52±0.04</td>
<td>13.9±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.3±0.2**</td>
<td>8.5±0.1**</td>
<td>0.57±0.01</td>
<td>16.4±0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.1±0.2</td>
<td>8.2±0.1</td>
<td>0.52±0.01</td>
<td>14.2±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.3±0.2**</td>
<td>8.7±0.4**</td>
<td>0.59±0.02</td>
<td>18.9±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.1±0.2</td>
<td>8.3±0.1</td>
<td>0.51±0.02</td>
<td>15.7±0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.4±0.4**</td>
<td>8.7±0.2**</td>
<td>0.57±0.02</td>
<td>16.8±1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.2±0.4</td>
<td>8.3±0.1</td>
<td>0.51±0.01</td>
<td>14.4±1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.4±0.2**</td>
<td>8.8±0.1**</td>
<td>0.56±0.01</td>
<td>15.5±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.1±0.2</td>
<td>8.3±0.2</td>
<td>0.51±0.02</td>
<td>13.7±1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.2±0.2**</td>
<td>8.6±0.2**</td>
<td>0.55±0.02</td>
<td>16.0±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.9±0.2</td>
<td>8.1±0.2</td>
<td>0.49±0.03</td>
<td>14.2±1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Significant at α: 0.01

EMC: equilibrium moisture content (%), ρ: specific gravity, E’/ρ: specific modulus (GPa)
Native: Untreated samples which only went through physical steps (drying and conditioning) before vibrational test.
a, b and c. Inhomogeneous subsets
d. EMC relative to 103°C oven-drying. “Apparent” are measured values, “Corrected” is based on calculated oven-dry mass after the most efficient (10 hrs) removal of extractives (see Hernandez 2007).
e. Treated state for controls stands for values measured after one time of drying and stabilization.

Figure 7.a) Relative changes in specific gravity (ρ) and specific modulus of elasticity (E’/ρ) and b) mass loss and relative change in tanδ due to 2 to 12 h of hot (70°C) water treatment. Demonstrated data were corrected for controls.
There are two explanations of the contrasting effects of hot water (decrease in $E'/\rho$, increase in $\tan\delta$) and cold water (decrease in $E'/\rho$, nearly no change in $\tan\delta$) treatments. Firstly, all changes could be from extractives removal. Water-soluble extractives are reported to have either decreasing or increasing effects on $\tan\delta$, (Obataya et al. 1999, 2000). For white mulberry wood, Se Golpayegani et al. 2012, previously found that hot water could remove both $\tan\delta$-increasing and $\tan\delta$-decreasing extractives. It is possible that cold water reaches only compounds with no effects, whereas hot water could reach a broader spectrum including compounds that lower $\tan\delta$ of untreated wood.

Secondly, the 70°C hygrothermal treatment may also affect wood constitutive polymers. Although significant degradation in hemicelluloses and lignin happens at temperatures higher than what was applied in this study, small degrees of changes can happen at lower temperatures if applied for longer time durations (Placet et al. 2008, Obataya et al. 2006a). Specific modulus of elasticity is also decreased by steam heat treatment (Obataya et al. 2006b), or increased by heat treatment in the absence of water (Kubojima et al. 2000). In the present study, cycles of dry heating (60°C) tended to increase $E'/\rho$ and decrease $\tan\delta$, while heating in water (70°C) had the opposite effect, but still resulted in less decrease in $E'/\rho$ than for cold water. This may suggest a beginning of degradation in wood constituents together with extraction. However this would need to be confirmed by chemical analyses.

### Consequences in terms of acoustical indexes

The properties studied in this paper characterize the vibrational behavior of wood material. However, to better describe the material contribution to acoustic response, “performances indexes” combining several properties have proposed (Wegst 2006). The “characteristic impedance” $z = c\rho = \sqrt{E'/\rho}$ describes the ease of vibration transfer (e.g. from soundboard to air or from string to soundboard); the “radiation ratio” $R = \frac{E'/\rho}{\tan\delta}$ describes the average loudness of sound; and the “acoustic conversion efficiency” $ACE = \frac{E'/\rho}{\tan\delta}$ the peak response.

Untreated white mulberry has a $z \approx 2110 \pm 215$, $R \approx 6.9 \pm 0.4$ and $ACE \approx 832 \pm 75$. In terms of “amplitude of response” described by ACE and R (Wegst 2006), mulberry wood appears lower than spruce, the main soundboard material for violin, piano or guitar, with $ACE \approx 1500-2500$ and $R \approx 10-15$, while the impedance is in the lower part of the range of spruce ($z \approx 2000-3000$) (Brémaud 2012). A mulberry soundboard may be easier to set into vibration but radiates less. The three hygrothermal treatments affect these indexes in a maximum of -10% to +10% relative changes (i.e. the magnitude of change is comparable to natural variability), with different patterns for each treatment. Impedance is reduced by water treatments but increased by cyclic drying. ACE is reduced by hot water (not cold) and slightly increased by cyclic drying. R is unchanged by water treatments but slightly decreased by cyclic drying. The cultural differences in instrument making and in musical preferences can dictate a desirable change from a particular treatment. The use of Mulberry as a key instrument-making material in Asia instead of spruce, which is preferred in Europe, accentuates such differences (Yoshikawa 2007, Brémaud 2012). If the “mulberry features” are to be enhanced (easy to set into vibration but low response), then hot water provides this combination. Cold water would go toward the “engineering view” of increasing both ease of vibration and radiation (slightly lower z and higher ACE). Cyclic drying appears “positive” (with reference to spruce for Western instruments) in terms of individual properties, but in terms of combined acoustical indexes it mostly increases $z$ with little increase in “response indexes”.

### CONCLUSIONS

The results showed that:

Cyclic desorption/adsorption was able to decrease damping ($\tan\delta$) without negatively affecting specific modulus ($E'/\rho$), which may be a reason why makers generally prefer seasoned wood.
Long-term water soaking at ambient conditions did not bring any significant change in tan δ, although it removed some extractives and decreased $E'/ρ$.

Short-time hot water treatment (70°C) caused tan δ to increase and $E'/ρ$ to decrease, from extractives removal possibly combined with early degradation of cell-wall constitutive polymers.

These results help to better understand the actual traditional treatments of wood. However, looking at the larger picture, differences in craftsmanship, musical cultures and instruments (How they are played and to what degree the wooden part is important in their final performance) must be taken into account, as it is obvious that white mulberry cannot be categorized using the same criteria as for Western tone woods such as resonance spruce. Furthermore, in the workshop, treatments are conducted on halfway-carved pieces of wood for building Iranian lutes. On full dimensions, treatments could actually improve properties other than acoustical, such as dimensional stability or workability.
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